Home-Made Binoculars!

Grab you binoculars and go... These home-made binoculars are a great way to look for birds, wildlife, or really, anything! Be sure to bring them along as your head outside to a local or state park!

Materials Needed:
• 2 toilet paper rolls
• stapler & staples
• markers, stickers, or crayons
• paper punch
• string
• scissors

Step #1:
Hold the two paper towel rolls together lengthwise. Staple the two rolls together. Flip the rolls over, and staple them together again at the other end.

Step #2:
Use markers, crayons or stickers to decorate your new binoculars. Have fun with this!

Step #3:
On the outside of the top of each roll, use the paper punch to punch one hole on each side.

Step #4:
Cut a piece of string approximately 30”. Tie each end of the string through the hole.

Step #5:
Take your new binoculars outside and begin looking... Have Fun!